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KING OF THE MOUNTAIN
The Battle of Cassino

by David S. Bieksza
Cassin() was , for me. an occasio n to defini tely
swte the line o f sight ru le I've been trying to communicate t or man y years. It comes down TO a ve ry
simple algoriThm - so I hope all you OTher game
designers have swallowed lhal p ill and are now immu nized aga inst erroneous lines o f sight. I also
w anted to portray 1he contours in Ca ssin o as sof t,
natural looking shapes - I was prevented fro m
doin g so by th e man ner in whiCh the rules w ere
structured. It would have required t o much work
beyond the dead line for the rules 10 be conformed
to a di fferent map system. Some you w in, some
you lose.
- RAS

Despite the vast popularity of World
War II titles in wargaming, a major theater
of operations has been consistently ignored:
Italy. In part this may be due to the static
nature of the campaign, grim battles of attrition in terrain not fit for armor or even for
infantry, but only for mountain troops. In
part this may be due to a psychologically inhibiting factor, the consistently low quality
of the Allied conduct of the campaign. Both
factors are admirably recreated in The Battle
jar Cassino. During the course of a typical
game, company-sized units engage each
other in bloody and often inconclusive battles; men attempting to cross open terrain
become pinned down by enemy fire and then
smashed by a paralyzing weight of artillery;
armored vehicles find themselves restricted
to roads and hemmed in by ruins and
roadblocks; looming over the battlefield,
five hundred meters high, stands the Cassino
Abbey on a mountain whose slopes are difficult to climb by supplied units in daylight
and impossible to climb without supply at
night; and the Allies must accomplish a
monumental task with meager resources. In
all, the characteristics of the fighting in Italy
are faithfully portrayed.
Although the purview of the game is accurate, the average gamer more often concerns himself with the details. He is likely to
be disappointed . To mention a few
discrepencies, the buildings in the town are
the size of cathedrals, opportunity fire is insensitive to the type and strength of the firing
company as well as the range, and vehicles
with empty gas tanks travel just as far as men
with full bellies. The purpose of this article is
not to unearth each flaw for criticism but to
aeeept them as simplifications , and instead
describe some guidelines for in telligen t conduct of play. After all, The Battle jar
Cassino is SPI's first t.itle to deal exclusively
with the Italian Front since Anzio

Beachhead, a folio-sized "bonus" game to
Bastogne - the issue game to S& T 1120! '
When the 25th New Zealand Battalion
marches onto the battlefield, it faces jour
German battalions - hardly an auspicious
beginning to the offensive, and indicative of
the manpower levels throughout the game.
Tables I and II detail the reinforcement
schedules for both sides. Each turn, the
number of new infantry, armor and engineer
units is noted along with the total Attack
Strength and Defense Strength for each type.
Also provided is a running total for all units
appearing up through that turn, disregarding
losses and (for the Germans) reorganization
into platoons . Inspection of these tables
reveals that the bulk of the forces for both
sides is on the map by Game-Turn 5. The
Allies muster six battalions of rit1emen, but
the Germans muster seven. Were it not for a
greater number of auxiliary units, the Allied
offensive would stall as soon as it began .
With more tanks and engineers on hand the
Allies have a comparable number of units to
the Germans and about twenty percent
greater firepower.
These statistics provide a guide for the
direction of the Allied assault. The Allies win
a Tactical Victory by seizing the Continental
Hotel and limiting casualties to fewer than 72
step§ . They win a Decisive Victory by seizing
the Abbey. The lesser degree of victory
seems much easier to fulfill, but the Allied
player should recognize that the casualty
limit is almost certain to be exceeded. To remain under the limit the Allies must average
a mere two steps in losses per player-turn!
Thus, sooner or later the Allies must besiege
the Abbey.

Mountainside Warfare
Yet this does no! mean that the Allies
should charge up the mountainside like
latter-day Rough Riders. The climb itself
places the Allies at a disadvantage on account of the difficult terrain on the mountainside . While the Germans retain control
of the road .rhe ascent. must be cross-country,
and at night (Game-Turns 2 and 3) movement costs double. The only advantage the
Allies can claim is use of the ravine from 2229
to 46] 9, which helps them avoid the high cost
of movement through hexes 300 meters and
higher in elevation. In more concrete t.erms,
the van of the Allied re inforcements, the 25th
New Zealand Battalion, cannot mount an attack above the 500-meter contour until
Game-Turn 4 - and the headquarters will
have already expended two increments of

supply . Bringing up the rear , the ] / 6Ih
Rajputana battalion headquarters will not. be
in position until Game-Turn 6. By that time
the Germans will have had ample opportunity to arrange a defense.
When Allied troops finally reach the top
of the mountain, their problems only begin.
The German forces are at full strength and
are tripled in defense above the 450-meter
contour . A third of the Allied offensive
punch has been left behind in the valley: tank
units. Restricted to roads, tanks are easily
frustrated by roadblocks and esily ambushed
by infantry; and even at the top of the mountain they have limited t1exibility in attacking
enemy positions. Most of all, the Allied supply sit.uation is precarious . Case 10. 13 requires re-deployed Allied headquarters to appear jn their original Entry Zone, not the
most convenient one (namely Zone A). The
26th New Zealand battalion headquarters,
returning along the south map edge, and the
24th New Zealand and 114th Essex battalion
headquart.ers, returning behind the Rapido
River, all face the risk of being blockaded
before reaching the 50-meter contour. After
that, they face a perilous journey up the
ravine. In contrast, the Germans receive their
rejuvenated headquarters close at hand .
Although the strategy of direct pressure
on the Abbey is a poor choice, it can be a surprisingly effective long-tcrm or short-term
ploy , depending on the psychological
disposition of the German player. Against a
let.hargic German, threatening the Abbey
may be advantageous to the Allied player in
the long run . The proper Nazi response calls
for three to fo ur battalions in direct defense
of the Abbey with one more on guard along
t.he trail to safeguard re-deployed headquarters. The remaining two to three battalions must be employed in an aggressive
manner, picking off stragglers in the ravine,
blocking the forward progress of re-deployed
headquarters, and keeping an eye on the Continental Hotel. If the Germans refrain from .
placing troops on t.he lower elevations , the
Allies may be able to lull the enemy with
desultory action through the 16th and 17th of
March. Then the troops completely
disengage from the heights and swoop down
on the Continental Hotel, hoping to hang on
through the final two days before the n-step
casualty limit is exceeded. (Obviously, this is
. not a strategem to try on an opponent who
has read this article !) Against a careless German, threatening the Abbey may be advantageous to the Allied player in the short run .
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the town of Cassino the Allies enjoy several
advantages: the terrain favors the defense
only moderately, so German casualties will
be greater; a good road net permits flexible
use of the powerful lank companies; redeployed Allied headquarters are easily
transported back to the fighting, and conversely the German headquarters face a difficult journey. In the ideal fulfillment of this
strategy. the Allies rapidly capture the Continental Hotel at great cost to the enemy,
chase the survivors up the mountainside, and
clear the Abbey before the final two battalions of paratroopers can intervene .
The assault on the hotel will degenerate
to a time-consuming siege if the Allies limit
their attack frontage to the O-meter elevation
hexes around - Hill 146. Instead the hotel
should be encircled or at least threatened
from the north, with three battalions in the
center (south of the hotel), two above the
50-meter contour on the right (east), and one
above the 50-meter contour on the left (west) .

The proper German response on Game-Tum
2 calls for two battalions to remain in the
town with the third moving to the 50-meter
contour. As Allied intentions become clear,
the forces in t.he town will assume the role of
raiders. But if the German player panics and
botches the withdrawal of his units in the
town, the Allies may have the opportunity to
inflict severe casualties by enveloping this
group with Game-Turn 2 reinforcements as
the northern arm and Game-Turn 3 reinforcements as the the southern arm.
Pedestrian though it may seem, the optimu m Allied strategy fixes the Continental
Hotel as the immediate objective. The intent
of this strategy is to drain the German
strength in the valley so that the Abbey can
be assaulted later in the game against a much
weakened Nazi defense. The Germans must
stand and defend the hotellcst the Allies capture it with minimal losses and thus lose the
motivation to climb the mountain and figh t it
out on ground favorable to the Germans. In
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TABLE II. German Reinforcement Schedule
Inf

Arm

Eng

Delaying Actions
The German response to this strategy
should be a taut delaying action in the town.
Not all the advantages belong to the Allies.
Indiscriminate Allied bombardments will
turn buildings into ruins, .tripling the defending paratroopers . Selective German
bombardments will turn roads into ruins,
keeping the tough armored units at arm's
length. No(.icc the roadblocks constructed in
hexes 1520, 1617 and 1922 effect.ively insulate the hotel area from armored attack.
And the use of reserves (Ca~e 12.2) enhances
the flexibility of the defense tremendously.
I n retaining reserves the Germans can efficiently reinforce the point of contact with the
Allied attackers rather than wasting
resources in anticipating (that is, guessing)
where the attacks will fall. However, too
great a reliance on reserves may bac·kfire. A
line held by platoons or greatly-weakened
companies is vulnerable to rupture by bom-
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bardment (see below). And no reserve can
reverse the effect of Gurkha infiltration at
night. The longer the Germans hang on, the
less time the enemy will have to ascend to the
monastery. If the III1st battalion can reach
the Abbey before the Allies, the enemy has
only a slim chance of victory. However, if the
Illst battalion can enter as well, the Germans have the game in hand.
On the whole, the game is a stiff
challenge to the Allics. In one respect, the
game is too stiff: one crummy German unit
holding out in a single hex of the Abbey
denies victory to the Allies. I would suggest
awarding a Marginal Victory to the Allies if
t.he German units in the Abbey are completely surrounded by Allied Zones of Control
and at least 24 steps of Allicd units (one
battalion-equivalent) occupy Abbey hexes.

Tactical Tricks
The rest of the article will dcal , in a
rather disjointed fashion, with the tactical
t.ricks that abound in The Battlejor Cassino.
First of all, proper use of preparation fire is a
key to success in the game. The outcomes of
preparation fire comprise casualties, pins ,
ruins and collateral damage (attacking extra
enemy- and friendly-occupied hexes on the
same column). The Allies rarely benefit from
bombardments just for the sake of inflicting
casualties, since placement of a ruin marker
in the target hex actually increases thc
strength . of the defenders. Only when the
target hex contains just two steps is a
lO-point bombardment justified, on accounl
of the fifty percent chance of total elimination. Lucrative targets include a one-step
unit carrying a headquarters and a two-step
unit alone in' the defensive line. The latter , as
mentioned above can be a true game-breaker
for the Allies by puncturing a hole in the line
between the German and Allied Movement
Phases. Allied units can penetrate the gap
left by the dead unit (with no ruins to hinder
them if collateral fire wiped out the unit) and
surround a large portion of the German Iinc·.
However ,. pinning defending Germans is
a . more effective use of preparation fire. A
pin halves t.he strength of the defenders, and
a bombardment pins an entire stack whercas
support fire merely pins individual units. The
best columns on the Bombardment Results
Table for this purpose are 5-7. Besides permitting mOTe bombardments with the same
number of points, unwanted collateral
damage (ruins and friendly casualties) is
minimized. Also, if the first bombardment
fails to pin an important position, the Allies
should not overlook the opportunity of att.acking it again with monar fire . On the
other hand the Germans, mostly concerned
with inflicting casualties, should fire their artillery on the 9 and 10 columns . A very nasty
trick to use in the later stages of the game is
an unobserved 8-point bombardment of an
Allied unit left behind in the town. There is a
two-thirds chance of spreading ruins across
roads used by vehicles hauling headquarters
up the mountain, and a careless Allied player
may have no engineer unit in the vicinity to
clear the ruins away.

Opportunity fire serves as a useful tool
for both sides. The defending Germans have
priorities in their choice of targets. In a
mobile situation, units carrying headquarters
should be pinned before a supply line can be
extended 10 the German positions. In a static
situation, thc strongesl units moving to close
assault should be fired upon. In an exploitation situation, when enemy units are rushing
through a gap in the lines caused by preparation fire, the Germans should engage cach
unit with just one company. Lucky die rolls
can pin a battalion or so and save a portion
of the line from encirclement. The Germans
should also be alert 10 bar certain routes with
opportunity fire . Because stacking limits apply throughout movement , two units pinned
on a road prevent tanks from moving
through, for example. The Allies profit from
opportunity fire mostly in halting a German
withdrawal, preferably pinning units in
vulnerable locations . Firing on reserves is
usually a rare luxury. The Allied player
should recognize that, unlike close assaull,
multi-nationality opportunity fire does not
automatically suffer a one-column shift to
the left.

Supply Flow

necessarily disasterous to the attackers,

especially surrounded units. And at night.
the German and Gurkha close assault bonus
raises the weakest possible attack to the 1-2
column!
Finally, the Allied player should not
underestimate the importance of the British
battalion . The British rifle companies not
on ly are immune to the multi-nationality
close assault penalty but can also be supplied
by any headquarters without penalty. Furthermore, the 1I4th Essex battalion headquarters can supply any nationality except
Gurkhas without penalty. Speaking of
Gurkhas, their ability to infiltrate zones of
control at night with a nominal movement
point cost represents an immensely powerful
weapon. The German player has no defense
other than arranging his troops in an unbroken line reminiscent of the days of
Napoleon. He can minimize the Gurkha
threat by placing a unit behind and adjacent
to each position in the front. lines, thereby
holding open a retreat route, yet the cost weakening the front lines - is prohibitive.
Most often he can do nothing but cross his
fingers while rolling for opportunity fire.
The Battle jor Cassino vividly portrays
the headaches of mountain warfare and the
difficulties of waging a bailie using
numerically small forces with dangling
flanks. Only with good planning.and an inexhaustable supply of patience can either
player expect success . • •

Careful' planning is necessary to ensure
an uninterrupted flow of supplies to the
fighting when the headquarters must be hauled up or down the mountainside. A serious
limitation is that only one unit can transport
a headquarters per turn, so a "bucket
brigade" of units carrying an HQ an
unlimited distance is prohibited. So when the
Allies advance beyond the Continent·al
Hotel,
the tank
units are mostly
u.nemployable except for carting re-deployed
headquarters forward. And while the Germans still hold the hotcl, infantry platoons
should be detached to haul HQ's. The armored platoons are unsatisfactory for the
task because they cannot traverse the trail;
also, the Allies may obliterate observation
posts just to lay ruins on the road and trap
the vehicles. Notice that Hill 204 effectively
shields descending platoons from opportunity fire.
The lower end of the Close Assault ·
Combat Results Table deserves inspection.
In particular. odds of less than 1-3 are treated
as 1-3. The consequences of this one rule are
far-reaching. For example, three stacks of
Allied units in hexes 1918-1920 attack two
SpiBus Note:
stacks of Germans in the south half of the
Due to faulty transcription, the range '
Continental Hotel, and the result of combat
algorithm given on pagc 19 of issue 44 is unis that neither side retreats. Ordinarily thc
workable; il should read thusly .
Allies can feel confident that the Germans
will be forced to withdraw or retreat because
10 INPU T "EN TER THE TWO HEX
of unfavorable mandatory counterattacks.
NUMBERS, WI TH' A COMMA BETWEEN
But, in this case, twO platoons can "soak.
T HEM LI KE THIS -1134,1122" ;A ,C
off" against the stacks on either side' (im15 B = l NT(A / 100) :D = INT(CIlOQ) :A =
possible odds being treated as 1-3) and the
A - B' 100.:C = C - O· 100
rest of the German units can concentrate
20 B = B ·~ INT(AI2):D = 0 + INT(C /2); E
against the stack in the middle at favorable
= (AB S(A - C) + ABS(B - D} + A BS( A +
odds. The Allies most likely find themselves
O . - B-C)) / 2
no better off than last turn . furthermore, the
30 E=IE + ABS(A+D-B-C)+ABSIE
1-3 column offers only a one-third chance of
inflicting two steps in casualties and a one- . - ABS(A ·,· 0 - B - CIII / 2
40 PRINT"THE RANGE IS";E;"HEXES "
half chance of forcing a retreat, so a mandatory counterattack at 1-3 odds is not
50 END

